Useful Links

Academic

- Professor Dan Wallach
- Computer Security Lab: Rice University

Conferences

- Conferences
  - USENIX Security Symposium
  - USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation (OSDI)
  - USENIX Symposium on Networked Systems Design and Implementation (NSDI)
- IEEE Security & Privacy
- Network and Distributed System Security Symposium (NDSS)
- ACM SOSP: Symposium on Operating Systems Principles
  - ACM SIGSAC: ACM Special Interest Group on Security, Audit and Control
    - ACM CCS: Conference on Computer and Communications Security

Security reporting systems

- BugTraq
- Slashdot
- Technical Cyber Security Alerts
- Risks digest

Javascript

- Online javascript beautifier
- Online HTML formatter

Second Life

- LSL Wiki